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SI Carburettor Technology
Better than its reputation – the SI carburettor

The classic of the largeframe carburettors is far better than its reputation. 
With its short gas duct, there is loads of potential in the SI - in terms of tu-
ning as well. At a performance of approx. 20 PS the SI 24 is the ideal add-
on for a powerfull touring setup. Irrespective of whether you leave the SI 
in its normal state or equip it with accessories such as spacers and Venturi 
funnels: The correct settings and tunings remain the name of the game.

Setting the SI carburettor

For an optimal result the carburettor should only be tuned when the en-
gine is warm. First of all, the mix regulating screw should be fully tighte-
ned and then screwed out 1.5 rotations from the end position. This is its 
ideal position.

Idle running

If you turn the mix regulating screw inwards again the engine runs more 
leanly when idling. If you turn it further outwards the mix is enriched. 
First of all, set a slightly higher idling speed and then find the point of the 
highest rev via the mix regulating screw. If it is necessary to turn the mix 
regulating screw more than 1/2 a rotation away from its ideal position the 
idling jet is too rich or too lean and must be adjusted accordingly. Next, 
reduce the idling speed again until the engine runs smoothly and the 
fuel is well received. Next, briefly give the engine a big rev. The engine 
should rev up immediately and then the revs should quickly fall back to 
the idling speed.

• If this takes a long time then the idling is too lean.
•  If the engine only accepts the fuel after a delay either the mix is too rich 

or the idling speed is too low.
•  If the engine revs significantly higher when it is warm then the idling 

is too lean. If the warm engine stalls although it was started cold then 
the idling is too rich.

Main jet area

As the SI carburettor does not have a mixer tube/jet needle system, the 
entire slider range has to be set with the jet block (main air correction 
jet, mixer tube and main jet). Unfortunately this is far from easy as all 
the components in the jet block influence each other at the same time 
and should be chosen in a suitable ratio to each other. You normally start 
by setting the jets so they are excessively enriched. Combinations such as 
the ‚BE3 mixer tube / 160 main correction jet / air filter with hole‘ or ‚BE4 
mixer tube/190 main correction jet / air filter without hole‘ are standard. 
The following applies to the main correction jet and the mixer tube: The 

greater the jet number, the leaner it is. This means the BE3/160 combi-
nation is richer than the BE4/190! The following applies to the main jet, 
however: The bigger, the richer. It is normally possible to adjust the jet 
via the main jet only. It is only necessary to change the mixer tube and/or 
main air correction jet in rare cases! The basic jetting occurs via the choke.

•  If you pull on the choke during the trip (with a constant throttle positi-
on) and the scooter accelerates then it means the mix in this rev range is 
clearly too lean. If the engine stalls or dampens then it means the jetting 
kittings are basically OK!

•  If the engine falters clearly when accelerating and only speeds up if you 
reduce the (full) throttle a little then the main jet is too small!

An engine with jets that are too lean gets clearly hotter, sounds conside-
rably lighter and has little thrust. A clear ‚back firing‘, an engine that runs 
roughly and cut-outs on accelerating, however, usually mean too much 
advance ignition. A main jet that is too rich, in contrast, does not let the 
engine warm up properly and means it splutters and dampens, even at 
relatively low revs. In this case the sparkplug, combustion chamber and 
exhaust get very sooty.

Finishing

If the jets look optimal, then the air filter, carburettor cover incl. all gas-
kets and air bellows can be fitted again and everything can be tested 
again. In most cases the settings will now be slightly too rich, if in doubt, 
however, this has a positive effect on the performance and durability. 
For optimum idling characteristics and immediate throttle response, the 
idling mixing screw and the throttle slide limit stop screw usually still re-
quire adjusting. This is easy to set ‚externally‘, however. In addition to the 
correct settings, on the DELL‘ORTO SI carburettor the following tuning 
measures have also proven to be sensible and performance-enhancing:

Adjusting the intake control timing 

The disc valve sealing surface can be extended towards the front and the 
rear and also to the side a little. 2-3 mm should remain at the front and 
the rear, and approx. 1.5mm at the side. On a disc valve engine, the intake 
should close at 65° after TDC at the latest. For 177cc tuning (PINASCO, 
POLINI), an intake time of approx. 112-115°before TDC to 53-58° after 
TDC has proven appropriate!

Oval carburettor extension

In contrast to the round SI carburettors the disc valves inlet is already 
oval. For an optimum course of flow the intake of the carburettor should 
therefore be adjusted so that it is funnel shaped (and it expands towards 
the base). Removal of the brass tube is not necessary as the modification is 
starts below it. At the same time you have to make sure you don‘t dama-
ge the mix regulating screw and its channel. Before starting the milling 
work, it is necessary for everything surrounding the direct working area 
to be thoroughly masked. Even the smallest filings in the channels can 
mean all your work is for nothing. The carburettor, casing, and casing in-
take are firstly processed with the milling cutter and flexible shaft. (Please 
note! Files can damage the soft material). After this all of the components 
incl. all gaskets are screwed back in place and a smooth finish, oval funnel 
channel is finely milled and finely polished! Clean the carburettor after-
wards in an ultrasonic bath under all circumstances.

Holes in the base of the air filter

If you drill two holes in the base of the air filter (5mm hole above the 
idling jet and 8mm hole above the jet block), the jet block and the idling 
jet will be supplied with equal amounts of air without this stopping the 
flow of petrol during the gas exchange! This makes the carburettor more 
precisely adjustable, the engine revs up more freely and the overall per-
formance improves substantially. PIAGGIO now supplies the air filter for 
the SI 24.24 (part no 40250000) with these two holes fitted as standard. 
Accessories such as the Polini Venturi intake trumpet, float chamber spa-
cers and modified float chamber caps from DRT give the SI carburettors a 
further boost (see the ‚Pimp my SI carburettor‘ report). Please note: If you 
make one or several of these changes the carburettor has to be retuned 
under all circumstances!

Reading-Tip: 
Hand book DELL`ORTO „carburettor adjustment“ 
English, 32pages, part no 99540000 15,60 €
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Model
Yr. of 
Const. Country Type

Separate 
lubrication

Main  
correction jet Mixer tube Main jet Idle jet Throttle slide

PX 80 89 SI 20.20 D yes 160 BE3 95 52/140 7

PX 125 87 CH SI 20.20 D no 140 BE5 96 42/140 13

PX 125 E 89 SI 20.20 D yes 140 BE5 96 38/120 11

P 125 E 89 SI 20.20 D no 140 BE5 96 38/120 11

PX 150 E 89 SI 20.20 D yes 160 BE3 102 48/160 1

P 200 87 CH SI 24.24 E yes 160 BE3 116 55/160 9

P 200 E - PX 200 88 ES SI 24.24 E no 160 BE3 116 50/160 4

P 200 E - PX 200 89 SI 24.24 E yes 160 BE3 116 55/160 4

P 200 E 89 SI 24.24 E no 160 BE2 118 55/160 4

PX 200 E 89 D SI 24.24 E yes 190 BE4 116 50/120 4

T5 89 SI 24.24 G yes 120 BE4 110 50/100 5

Cosa 125 87 SI 20.20 H yes 140 BE5 83 x 7

Cosa 125 87 SI 20.20 H no 140 BE5 83 x 7

Cosa 125 88 CH SI 20.20 H yes 140 BE3 83 x 7

Cosa 125 89 CH SI 20.20 H yes 140 BE5 83 x 7

Cosa 125 90 SI 20.20 H yes 140 BE5 83 x 7

Cosa 125 90 CH SI 20.20 H yes 140 BE5 83 x 7

Cosa 2 125 91 CH SI 20.20 H yes 120 BE6 81 x 7

Cosa 150 87 SI 20.20 H yes 160 BE5 85 x 12

Cosa 150 90 SI 20.20 H yes 160 BE5 85 x 9

Cosa 200 87 D / I SI 24.24 H yes 160 BE6 92 48/140 8

Cosa 200 88 D SI 24.24 H yes 160 BE3 92 48/140 1

Cosa 200 89 D / I / ES SI 24.24 H yes 140 BE6 92 48/140 8

Cosa 200 90 D SI 24.24 H yes 160 BE3 92 x 8

Cosa 200 90 D / I / ES SI 24.24 H yes 140 BE6 96 x 8

Cosa 200 90 ES SI 24.24 H yes 140 BE6 92 x 8

Carburettor components for SI carburettors after 

1987 according to the DELL‘ORTO catalogue
DELL `ORTO carburettors are originally equipped with different sets of jets, according to the respective Vespa 
models. They often differ from one country to another. Here is all the information you need to equip your car-
burettor with its original set of jets.

Manufacturer Type part no Main  
correction jet

Mixer tube Main jet Idle jet Throttle slide

SPACO SI 20.15 23918000 140 BE1 83 42  02

SPACO SI 20.17 23917600 160 BE1 86 42 2

SPACO SI 20.20D 23917900 140 BE3 94 40/130  07

DELL`ORTO SI 20.20D 23917700 160 BE3 102 48/160 1

DELL`ORTO SI 20.20D 23917800 160 BE3 100 48/160 1

DELL`ORTO SI 20.20H 40013000 160 BE5 85 45/140 9

DELL`ORTO SI 24.24E 40000000 160 BE3 118 55/160 4

DELL`ORTO SI 24.24E 28532800 190 BE4 116 50/120 4

DELL`ORTO SI 24.24G 40010000 120 BE4 110 50/100 5

DELL`ORTO SI 24.24G 28589800 120 BE4 110 50/100 5

DRT SI 24.24E 400000T5 160 BE3 118 55/160 4

DRT SI 24.24E 400000T7 160 BE3 118 55/160 4

SIP SI 26.26E 40001000 160 BE3 118 55/160 4

SIP SI 26.26E 40002000 190 BE4 116 50/120 4

SIP SI 26.26G 40015000 120 BE4 110 50/100 5

SIP SI 26.26G 40016000 120 BE4 110 50/100 5

SPACO SI 26.26E 28559300 160 BE3 120 55/160 4

SPACO SI 26.26G 28589900 120 BE4 110 50/100 5

Delivery status SI carburettor
Our carburettors are delivered with these sets of jets.
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